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The Maturing of Monotheism: A Dialectical Path to its TruthBloomsbury Reference, 2019

	
		Tracing a dialectical path, The Maturing of Monotheism emphasises the plausibility of Jewish, Christian, Muslim, and kindred forms of monotheism and responds to anti-theistic challenges of our day. These include materialism, determinism, the denial of objective value, the pervasiveness of evil, and predictions of human...
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Ambient Assisted Living: Italian Forum 2018 (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2019

	
		This book documents the state of the art in the field of ambient assisted living (AAL), highlighting the impressive potential of novel methodologies and technologies to enhance well-being and promote active ageing. The coverage is wide ranging, with sections on care models and algorithms, enabling technologies and assistive...
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Urban Planning and Development in China and Other East Asian CountriesSpringer, 2018

	This book examines urban development and its role in planning in China and other Asian cities. Starting with a substantial narrative on the history, development philosophy, and urban form of ancient Asian cities, it then identifies the characteristics of urban society and different phases of development history. It then discusses urbanization...
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Implementing Deeper Learning and 21st Century Education Reforms: Building an Education Renaissance After a Global PandemicSpringer, 2020

	
		This open access book is a comparative analysis of recent large scale education reforms that broadened curriculum goals to better prepare students for the 21st century. The book examines what governments actually do when they broaden curriculum goals, with attention to the details of implementation. To this end, the book examines...
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Energy-Based Control of Electromechanical Systems: A Novel Passivity-Based Approach (Advances in Industrial Control)Springer, 2020

	
		This book introduces a passivity-based approach which simplifies the controller design task for AC-motors. It presents the application of this novel approach to several classes of AC motors, magnetic levitation systems, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and rigid robot manipulators actuated by AC motors.

	The novel...
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Linux in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2005
Over the last few years, Linux has grown both as an operating  system and a tool for personal and business use. Simultaneously becoming more  user friendly and more powerful as a back-end system, Linux has achieved new  plateaus: the newer filesystems have solidified, new commands and tools have  appeared and become standard, and...
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Pro Jakarta CommonsApress, 2004
Jakarta Commons are easily reusable components that can quickly be put to  good use in any server-side Java development undertaking. In fact, components  are not big applications, but sleek code bits that perform specific tasks very  well. This book provides much-needed documentation and usage information about  the popular sub-projects forming...
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Wireless Networks First-StepCisco Press, 2004
Your First-Step into the World of Wireless Networks

 

	
    No experience required! 

    
	
    Gain an understanding of wireless networking basics with this  reader friendly guide

    
	
    ...
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Voice over IP First-StepCisco Press, 2005
Your first step into the world of IP telephony

	
    No IP telephony experience required

    
	
    Includes clear and easily understood explanations

    
	
    Makes learning easy 

    


...
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Beginning 3D Game ProgrammingSams Publishing, 2004
There are many programming hobbyists who write 2D games but there are far fewer that grasp the concepts of 3D programming. Although there are also quite a few "game development" books on the market, few deal with 3D game development. Those that do are mainly aimed at advanced readers. This book will provide a practical, example driven...
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PHP-Nuke GaragePrentice Hall, 2005
Enter your PHP-Nuke Garage... where you master the most powerful, cheap (and/or free) Web content system ever created, then use it to build great Web sites, portals, or communities... hands-on, step-by-step.

PHP-Nuke is remarkably capable and reliable, but until now, it's...
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Java Cookbook, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2004

	Java Cookbook, 2nd Edition gets you to the heart of what you need to know when you need to know it. The completely revised and updated recipes in Java Cookbook, 2nd Edition cover all of the major APIs from Java 1.4 as well as the new 1.5 version. It includes...
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